
EXPLORING MARINE LIFE 

In the centre we also run many exciting in-water activities that feature Marine Biology as well as providing 

entertaining and informative presentations. We are also developing a program of Marine Biology projects which 

will include ongoing research and reef monitoring and have initiated a coral tray adoption program. Interested 

guests are very welcome to participate in these programs.  

Our belief is that you should not leave Velassaru without having the opportunity to discover first-hand the 

exceptional aquatic life of the Maldives! So if you want to experience Marine life, come and join our critter-mad 

Biologist on many of our guided BIO activities. Our approach is “get WET, have FUN and experience it LIVE!”  

Please note: all prices are per person quoted in US$, are inclusive of 10 % service charge and 12 % GST. 

DOLPHIN DISCOVERY

Learn the basics about spinners and bottle nose and hop on-board to hopefully watch them in their own habitat 

on this one and a half hour trip. 

Trip 65

Private Trip (Max 6 Guest) 450 

BIOQUEST

Discover marine life on a snorkeling adventure with our resident Marine Biologist – learn about and experience 

first-hand: turtles, sharks and manta rays (in season – approx. May to Nov.)  

(2.5 hours) 110

BLOWHOLE 

Snorkel exploration (2 hours)  50

MANTA DISCOVERY 

 2.5 – 3 hours snorkel exploration tour  115 

BIO PHOTO ADVENTURE 

A small group snorkeling adventure (max. 4 persons). Take some great shots of marine life with our underwater 
digital cameras (supplied) while guided by our Biologist on this snorkeling adventure. We save your shots to a 
USB stick for an excellent souvenir. 

Adventure 105

Отель может вносить изменения без предварительного оповещения.



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

NIGHT SNORKELING 

Discover the reef by night for a magical experience; your guide accompanies you on 
this thrilling forty-five minute adventure; wetsuit and underwater lamp provided. 
 
Fluo Night Experience                                                                                           

65 
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IT’S ALIVE             

Coral reef awareness and regular Marine Biology presentations on the amazing life found in 
the Indian Ocean.  

  FREE 

 

TURTLE CORAL TRAY ADOPTION PROGRAM  

Please ask our Marine Biologist about participating in our coral tray adoption program.   

Small 100 
06 Medium 150 

Big 200 

     

 
 
 NOTE:      
 

 Kindly be advised that a 50% charge will be levied for no shows and cancellations made less  

 than 12 hours prior to departure. 
 


